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Managed eXtended
Detection & Response
Your security, skillfully managed by our renowned security experts.
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Heimdal™’s Managed XDR Security
raises the bar in MDR and XDR,
ensuring first-rate threat discovery
and mitigation. 

Gain deep visibility across your endpoints

and network.

Powered by AI-driven analysis.
Complemented by human expertise.

Environment Security.
Outsourcing Simplified.

To reveal the complete spectrum of threats, we

gather details throughout all locations (endpoints,

users, network, cloud) and intelligence channels

to provide accelerated threat detection, powerful

analysis, supreme visibility, and unsurpassed

response and remediation.  

We employ a rapid and decisive response to

attacks and provide you with extended,

systemized reports on potential risks, malwares,

and vulnerabilities. 

Get unparalleled security expertise, reliable

threat intelligence, and automation to uplift your

cybersecurity. 

With Extended Detection and Response, you can

take a look under the hood of your own threat

reports and cybersecurity intelligence with the

help of our dedicated team of experts.

Eliminate the guesswork and let us walk you

through all the vectors and detections in your

system, with actionable take-aways.

Especially if you lack your own incident response

team, time is precious and with XDR, you can get

straight to the conclusions and visibility that

matters.

Building on the stellar performance of our E-PDR suite, we have expanded our award-winning

model to managed XDR, combining and connecting telemetry from various channels.

Thanks to Heimdal™’s eXtended Detection and response, you will trade fragmented tools and

data for a consolidated, cohesive approach, all with a seamless user experience. 

Heimdal™ tracks and addresses emerging threats that could otherwise be overlooked by

traditional security solutions. It uses a structured mix of network and endpoint monitoring,

behavioral analysis, Machine Learning tools, and threat intelligence. 

XDR acts as a central hub for security intelligence, gathering and dynamically comparing

information across different sources (endpoints, networks, emails, cloud workloads) to detect

threats  more quickly and boost response times.

Building on the stellar performance of our E-PDR suite, we have expanded our award-winning

model to managed XDR, combining and connecting telemetry from various channels.

Heimdal™’s Managed XDR services intervene to fill the expertise and human resources void.
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XDR: Threat Prevention
& Detection

Choose Heimdal™’s

managed XDR and get:

Get peace of mind.

Let us safeguard your

environment.

Greatly enhanced by Managed

Detection and Response for your

endpoints and network.

Threat vectors tracking and

analysis

Expert knowledge, advanced

analytics, and threat intelligence

Continous monitoring 24/7/365

Minimize time spent with

advanced threat hunting.

Get shorter response times and

boost your productivity

Have complete visibility across

your network

Quickly detect threats,

regardless of where they reside

Streamline your security

operations

Discover existing threats, tools,

and procedures used in attacks

Heimdal™’s security professionals

go through all sequences of events

and continuously inspect users

using rights escalations, privileges,

and app executions. 

We proactively supervise your

ingoing and outgoing emails for

advanced threats and quickly react

to protect you against future attacks. 

With our experts keeping constant

watch over your systems, we promise

top-notch security.



Step away from traditional MDR services and

reap the benefits of Heimdal™’s managed XDR.
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Empower your cybersecurity defenses.

Combine the best of managed services and the capabilities of a true XDR (Extended Detection and Reponse)

suite for a super-charged solution that looks after your defenses.

The Heimdal™ XDR managed service leverages thet sophisticated capabilities of the Heimdal™ E-PDR

for truly advanced detection and response.

MDR + EDR

Heimdal™’s  eXtended
Detection and Response

Real-time alerting on phone or email in case of an infection or attack

Real-time alerting & advisory on network or endpoint malware infections and potential APT’s 

24/7/365 Attack monitoring 

Policy settings inspection for maximum compliance

Systemized, comprehensive reports on possible threats, malware, and vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities monitoring 

Email threats monitoring 

Features Standard MDR 

90-days executive summary reports on threats 

Actionable advice on how to improve your security levels and policies 

Machine isolation and/or network infections removal in case of attack* 

Rapid and actionable insight

False-positive handling, pre-incident assessment, and “noise” reduction

Remediation

Detection

Indication Analysis

Response


